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Standards that are covered from Math for College Readiness Class:

MAFS.8.F.2.4: Func �ons

Construct a func �on to model a linear rela �onship between two quan ��es. Determine the rate of change and ini �al value of the func �on from a descrip �on of 

a rela �onship or from two (x, y) values, including reading these from a table or from a graph. Interpret the rate of change and ini �al value of a linear func �on 

in terms of the situa �on it models, and in terms of its graph or a table of values. 

MAFS.912.A-CED.1.1: Algebra - Crea �ng Equa �ons 

Create equa �ons and inequali �es in one variable and use them to solve problems. Include equa �ons arising from linear and quadra �c func �ons, and simple 

ra �onal, absolute, and exponen �al func �ons. 

MAFS.912.A-CED.1.2: Algebra - Crea �ng Equa �ons 

Create equa �ons in two or more variables to represent rela �onships between quan ��es; graph equa �ons on coordinate axes with labels and scales. ★

MAFS.912.A-REI.3.6: Algebra– Reasoning with Equa �ons and Inequali �es

Solve systems of linear equa �ons exactly and approximately (e.g., with graphs), focusing on pairs of linear equa �ons in two variables.

MAFS.912.A-REI.4.11: Algebra– Reasoning with Equa �ons and Inequali �es 

Explain why the x-coordinates of the points where the graphs of the equations y = f(x) and y = g(x) intersect are the solutions of the equation f(x) = g(x); find 
the solutions approximately, e.g., using technology to graph the functions, make tables of values, or find successive approximations. Include cases where f(x) 

and/or g(x) are linear, polynomial, rational, absolute value, exponential, and logarithmic functions. ★

MAFS.912.N-Q.1.1: Number & Quantity 

Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the solution of multi-step problems; choose and interpret units consistently in formulas; choose and 

interpret the scale and the origin in graphs and data displays. ★

MAFS.K12.MP.4.1 �

 Model with mathematics. 

Mathematically proficient students can apply the mathematics they know to solve problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace. …. 

Standards that are covered from Advanced Topics in Mathema �cs:

MAFS.912.F-BF.1.1: Functions–Building Functions 

Write a func �on that describes a rela �onship between two quan ��es. ★
a. Determine an explicit expression, a recursive process, or steps for calculation from a context. 

MAFS.912.F-IF.3.7: Functions–Interpreting Functions 

Graph functions expressed symbolically and show key features of the graph, by hand in simple cases and using technology for more complicated cases. ★
1. Graph linear and quadratic functions and show intercepts, maxima, and minima. 

MAFS.K12.MP.4.1 �

 Model with mathematics. 

Mathematically proficient students can apply the mathematics they know to solve problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace. …. 





Initial price of purchasing the cars

fuel cost per mile

The number of miles when the cost of Camry 
catches up with that of Prius, and after which 
point the Prius becomes cheaper







Price of gas
Yearly fuel cost 
of Prius

Yearly fuel cost 
of Camry

Difference in the 
yearly fuel cost

2.8 672.0 1244.4 572.4

3.0 725.8 1344.0 618.2

3.3 783.8 1451.5 667.7

3.5 846.5 1567.6 721.1

3.8 914.2 1693.1 778.8

4.1 987.4 1828.5 841.1

4.4 1066.4 1974.8 908.4

4.8 1151.7 2132.8 981.1

5.2 1243.8 2303.4 1059.6

5.6 1343.3 2487.7 1144.3

8292.8

Subtract 1230.0

Net savings $7,062.0




